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Why do we need a transition?



Why do we need a transition?



Climate change is just one of the problems



And when we talk about transition...
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...we talk about re-building the whole society

● stop burning biomass for energy 

→ electrification

● circular economy

● change the way we consume →

from owning to sharing

● plant based diets

● protect vast areas of Earth’s 

surface to conserve biodiversity

● carbon capture



Solution is simple?

CARBON TAX



Unfortunately no
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Transition will have major impacts

● significant costs but also opportunities

● changes in livelihoods and jobs

● changes to our culture

● people will need to know they have a better future

● people will need to know they have a say in what the future will be



What is in the sphere of “social justice”?

General rules:

● Equality of rights

● Equality of opportunities

● Equality in living conditions

More concrete areas:

● Inequalities in the distribution of income. 

● Inequalities in the distribution of assets.

● Inequalities in the distribution of opportunities for work and remunerated employment.

● Inequalities in the distribution of access to knowledge.

● Inequalities in the distribution of health services, social security and the provision of a safe 

environment.

● Inequalities in the distribution of opportunities for civic and political participation.

The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of 
the United Nations, 2006



What is “just transition”?

● The term originates from the labour movement, but is now part of 

the mainstream narrative
○ UNEP, OECD, UNFCCC (Paris climate agreement), EC Green Deal

● Just transition
○ is not add-on to the climate policies, but an integral part

○ is not reduced to “welfare” (not just a “fancy funeral”)

○ is a planned transition with holistic and dedicated policy approaches (not “just 

another transition”)

○ two main dimensions: process (meaningful social dialogue, burden sharing) and 

outcome (decent work, inclusivity and eradication of poverty in an ecologically 

sustainable society)



How Finnwatch strives 
towards just transition?



Three pillars of sustainability

SocialEcological Economical

CLIMATE HUMAN RIGHTS TAX



Human rights



Rights abuses in supply chains



Human rights due diligence law



What do we want?

● binding national legislation on human rights due diligence (HRDD)

● Finland should strive for as ambitious HRDD law as possible and 

then take it to the EU level
○ Ambitious law is based on UN Guiding Principles

○ Legislation should cover also SMEs, not just big companies

○ Victims need to have access to justice

● Ultimate goal is to have an EU-wide legislation that will then have 

an effect on possible global rules (for example UN Treaty)



Tax



Corporate tax rates have crashed

Corporate tax rates, Nordic Tax Journal



1%
owns 50% of all wealth. 

If things don’t change, by 2030 1% will own 60%.



Finland surely is different, right?



Let’s close loopholes and put an end to tax 
evasion

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSILTYjiKc8


What do we want in Finland?

● Strengthen the interest deduction limitation rules

● Tighten the controlled foreign company legislation

● Fix the unfair dividend taxation system for unlisted companies

● Increase the sanctions relating to tax evasion

● Fix the general anti-avoidance rule 

● Cut the tax benefits currently granted to investment insurance contracts

● Pass exit tax rules applicable to individuals

● Extend the criteria of corporate tax residence to cover companies that have their 
effective management in Finland



What do we want Finland to do on an 
international level?

● Introduction of public country-by-country reporting 

● Transition to common consolidated corporate tax base

● Introduction of minimum effective tax rate

● Introduction of digital taxation

● Increased tax transparency and publicity of tax related information

● Increased support in building the tax capacity of developing countries



How to design socially just carbon taxes?

● progressive fiscal taxes
○ horisontal and vertical equity

○ broad tax base, no loopholes

● transformative carbon taxes
○ usually flat taxes and thus socially unjust

○ therefore, should not be designed for fiscal purposes

○ tax revenues should be used for enhancing transformation and compensate harm 

to socially vulnerable groups

○ tax designed to erase itself

● Pigovian taxes 
○ aimed at fixing market failures



Climate crisis



Climate conscious business 

● Climate as a corporate 

social responsibility issue
○ UN Guiding Principles

○ OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises

● Carbon emissions in 

production and value 

chains

● Coal phase out from 

company operations
Coal phase-out, global perspective – Climate 
Analytics



But look, it’s the Chinese!



Consumption based emissions



Consumption based emissions

● Finlands carbon footprint is 

33% bigger than our official 

national carbon emissions.

● We use 10 times more 

natural resources than we 

should. 

● Our average annual carbon 

footprint is 10 000 

kilos/person → should be 

2500 kilos by 2030.



What do we want?

● Companies should take responsibility of the climate 

impacts of their supply chains

○ Specific focus on risk countries.

● Consumption based emissions into the scope of 

Finland’s new Climate law

● Carbon footprints as a tender criteria to public 

procurement

● Carbon footprint labels (based on EU standards) on 

products, socially just carbon taxes and duties

● Ambitious state owned enterprises policy → coal 

phase out 



Thank you!


